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What’s Up?! 

Learning by Listening 
By Emma Sander 

 As my summer internship with Amherst Community Connections 

comes to an end, it is with a warm heart that I reflect on my time with 

this organization.  This summer, I gained hands-on experience working 

with a team of truly compassionate individuals.   

 As a summer intern, I wore multiple hats around the office.  I did 

a daily job and housing search, finding entry level jobs and affordable 

housing in the Amherst area for participants.  I then posted my findings 

on the ACC website and on the Fa-

cebook page.  While this job may 

not have been my most challenging 

task, it taught me a lot about how 

difficult it can be to find infor-

mation online, especially for those 

who do not have regular access to 

computers.  I also worked with 

some participants, assisting in job 

and housing searches, creating re-

sumes, filling out applications, and 

more.  However, most of my time in 

the office was spent writing for and 

editing the monthly newsletter.  I 

got the opportunity to interview a 

few participants, listening to their 

stories in depth and giving them the outlet to share their stories with the 

ACC community.  Writing for the newsletter gave me the opportunity to 

get to know them some genuinely kind and inspiring people. 

 I most enjoyed getting to talk to participants one-on-one and 

working with them to find the best solutions for them.  Amherst Commu-

nity Connections really focuses on the long term successes of the individ-

uals we are working with and I tried my best to keep that in mind 

throughout all of the work I did here.  I loved getting to learn from the 

staff here, not just from the participants.  It has been truly inspiring to 

see how much compassion and appreciation the staff at ACC has and be-

ing a part of this team shaped my own experience here.  I was able to 

work in more than one position.  While that was challenging at times, I 

was able to get involved in several different projects and as a result, I 
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Labor Day Lunch 

@ACC 

What’s New?! 

Monday, 9/4, 11am-1pm @ 

Amherst Unitarian Meeting-

house, FREE Labor Day 

Lunch, All Are Welcome! 

Wednesday, 9/6,  10-

11:30am @ ACC Office Doing 

Art for Everyday Living, 

With Bella Halsted  

Wednesday, 9/13, 10-11:30 

am @ ACC office, Living, 

Struggling, and Striving—

My Story, With Crystal Ives 

Wednesday, 9/20, 10-11:30 

am @ ACC office, Self De-

fense Workshop, With Al-

wood Shular  

Wednesday, 9/27, 10-11:30 

am @ ACC office, The Spirit-

uality of Suffering—From 

the Baptist Perspectives, 

With Pastor Greg Mozel  
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could do my other jobs more effectively.  For example, because I posted the daily job and housing searches, I 

was already familiar with the companies nearby that were hiring and could then connect participants to those 

opportunities.  It was interesting to try to problem solve, creating my 

own solutions by trying multiple different ways to go about the issue.  

I took that mindset and applied it to the rest of my time in the office.  

When I first started at ACC, Hwei-Ling said she liked my “Can do” 

attitude!  I am a problem solver now.   

 For future interns: Patience will take you a long way.  While 

some of the work we do is tedious and very detail oriented, it is im-

portant to be patient with the participants, your co-workers, and 

with yourself.  Never be afraid to ask questions, because it is okay 

and even encouraged to ask for help at ACC!  Stay focused by taking 

on a task one step at a time.  Because our work involves a lot of prob-

lem solving, taking the time to really understand an issue thoroughly is far more effective.  Listen to the peo-

ple around you, because they are your teachers.  You will be surrounded by truly inspiring, resilient, and 

unique people.  All you need to do is listen. 

... 
Bridge the Gap Meal Programs  

By Laura Flynn  

 The holidays are a great opportunity to take time off from our usual responsibilities, and spend time 

celebrating with family and friends; even charitable food programs are privy to the joy and fun of the holi-

days. However, this means that, on holidays, Amherst Survival Center and Not Bread Alone do not open to 

provide free meals to the community. This is where Amherst Community Connection’s Bridge-the-Gap Meal 

Program steps in: during inclement weather and holidays, Bridge

-the-Gap is up and running. This is our third year working to en-

sure that there is a free meal in Amherst every day of the year.  

 To make this program possible, we utilize the funds from 

our People’s Fund, provided by our generous donors, and take 

advantage of the space and kitchen the Unitarian Universalist 

Society of Amherst donates for our 

agency’s use. Local volunteers 

from the community help to put 

the meal together. Our doors open 

at 11:30 am for the Fourth of July, 

and a lunch of hot dogs, green salad, coleslaw, stir-fry rice with spicy tofu, wa-

termelon, lemon meringue, and pink lemonade will be served at noon. We also 

set up a craft table and have local musicians come in to perform. There will be a 

table with donated items, like socks, hats, tooth brushes, etc., for participants 

to take, as well. 

 We provide meals for seven holidays: New Year’s Day, MLK Jr.’s Birth-

day, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, the day after Thanksgiving, and 

the day after Christmas, averaging about 50 to 80 guests per meal. When Am-

herst Town Hall is closed, we do open our doors for people looking for a free 

meal during inclement weather. Last winter, we opened for two days to provide 

a community meal due to weather.  For many members of the Amherst community, figuring out when and  
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ACC’S MISSION 

ACC's mission is to empower, advocate 

for and assist those in need. We strive to 

provide help with issues affecting individ-

uals’ abilities to lead a stable and produc-

tive life. We can assist in... 

• Disability Applications 

• Housing & Job Searches 

• Free Cell Phone Applications 

• Food Stamps & Fuel Assistance 

• $ for rent, meds, utilities, etc. 

• SSI/SSDI Benefits 

• Debt/Credit issues 

• CORI issues and more! 

 where to eat next is a daily stressor, on top of a number of stressors that low-income and homeless individu-
als are already tasked to handle. For these individuals, ACC’s Bridge-the-Gap Meal Program is a big help. In 
fact, on Memorial Day two years ago, after spending hours filling out housing application forms, Joe and Hec-
tor informed Anna Quan- an office worker of ours- that they were not sure where to get a free hot meal in Am-
herst. They were homeless, and struggling to make ends meet, at the time. Unfortunately, no soup kitchens 
were open due to the holiday, so Anna could not give them the immediate help they needed. So, Anna brought 
this issue to the staff meeting at ACC the following day. We reached out to Amherst Survival Center and Not 
Bread Alone soup kitchens for help to create the Bridge-the-Gap Meal Program. Together, we help those in 
need access a free, hot meal no matter the weather or the day. 
 

... 
Making it in America: An Immigrant’s Story of 

Hope and Determination (Part II) 
By Laura Flynn   

 Faustin entered America with his partner, only planning to stay 3 months. They ended up staying 

longer than expected and Faustin found himself struggling to gain legal residency after over staying his visa. 

This led into homelessness and under-the-table, undesirea-

ble work. Nonetheless, Faustin was determined to turn his 

life around.  

 Faustin’s life was in transition: after his divorce, he 

was homeless and couch-surfing around Amherst for two 

years. He took a good look at his situation and determined 

that the best way to fix it would be to “step things up”, so he 

applied to a trade school to become a refrigeration and air 

conditioning technician. He notes that “We work with these 

handicaps and cannot let them bring us down”. The six-

month program allowed him to take classes, and pay for 

them after he co- 

mpleted them,  

which he did in  

December of  

2016. He was so determined that he commuted a total of five ho- 

rs each day from Amherst to Springfield; it was hard but Faustin  

asserts that “it was easier than not doing it” and that he “couldn’t 

wait to get up and get to class”. Many of his peers in school were  

also hom-eless or recently out of prison, all taking up a trade in 

the hopes of changing their lives. He shared the story of his peer,  

who had achieved a record-high certification score despite having 

spent most of his life in prison. Faustin found this to be an inspir- 

ation, affirming his belief that “nobody is too far gone”. 

 As a non-citizen, Faustin is ineligible for any state or fed- 

eral housing aid. He could not apply for Section 8 vouchers. Nev- 

ertheless, through his relentless ambition, Faustin was able to save 

 up enough money to lease his own home.  He has been working at 

 the University of Massachusetts for the past six months, and has  

been living in his new residence, in Amherst, for three weeks.  



 

Faustin’s story is one of hope through struggle, and uplifting success. 

 He credits much of his success the supportive community he has surrounded himself with. Speaking 

glowingly of Amherst Community Connections and local shelters, Faustin referred to these resources as 

“diving boards”, providing their participants with a place to start. The shelter not only put a roof over his 

head, but a place to reogranize and reset. At the shelter, he came into contact with members of ACC. He came 

to us for our moral sup-port, our company, and for the stories of other participants, calling the work we do 

“the hardest job in town”.   Just as the stories of others have helped him, Faustin hopes that his story will 

serve as an inspiration to others, to keep them motivated and help them realize that “every time we fall is an 

opportunity to get back up”.  He wants to encourage others to have the courage to try, as “if people see you are 

trying, they will support that”, and with support comes motivation. His upbringing in Senegal taught him that  

you cannot ask for hand-outs, you have to go out and get it, and  

that “if you keep trying, eventually the tables will turn”. 

… 
Ganisher: An Innovative Entrepreneur  

By Emma Sander 
 Originally from Uzbekistan, Ganisher arrived in America in 2000 and immediately searched for jobs.  

However, due to immigration issues and language barriers, some of his work and education experience did 

not transfer over to America accurately.  Even though he was already an accomplished associate professor in 

Uzbekistan, he struggled for five years obtaining a job in environmental science in America.  It was immigra-

tion and Visa issues that kept him from getting the research positions he was already well qualified for.  

Meanwhile, he was taking classes at Greenfield community college to improve his English, as language was 

one of his most considerable struggles. 

 Finally, because he was not getting the jobs he was hoping to find, he decided to go back to school 

again and applied to UMass Amherst to earn another degree in plant science.  

While getting his PHD, Ganisher was connected to a network of  scientists 

who shared his passion for environmental sustainability.  He had previously 

worked closely with advisors in Moscow who passed down their own research 

to him.  Ganisher said, “My advisor from Moscow had worked with this tech-

nology his whole life but could not finish it.  My advisor’s advisor could not 

finish it and had passed it down to him.  Now he passed it down to me.   It was 

my dream. I tried to do experiments in Uzbekistan and I tried in China, Israel, 

India, everywhere.  I decided America is the best place to learn”.  With help 

from the plant science departments of UMass Amherst, and years of research 

and experimentation, Ganisher created his product: The Micro Garden.  These 

tiny gardens can be sustained inside a home with little attention, because Gan-

isher created a truly unique method of growth for these plants.  The key to his 

success is the split-root system and the nutrient cartridges he created for these mini gardens.   Each Micro 

Garden is filled halfway with soil and nutrients, and the split root allows these gardens to grow year round, 

requiring only a little bit of sunlight.  It is inspiring to listen to Ganisher talk about his work, seeing his eyes 

light up with passion and determination.  He truly believes in his Mi-

cro Gardens and wants to share his accomplishments with the world.  

Now with 5 years of permanent residence in America behind him, 

Ganisher is looking to grow  his business like he has grown his plants.  

It was his hope for expanding his community that lead him to Am-

herst Community Connections in the first place.    The ACC staff as-

sisted him in his search for outlets for his products, and he will be 

joining the Amherst Farmers Market as a vendor selling his products. 
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He believes his work could help the community as well as the world, because his Micro Gardens can be shipped 

overseas to countries with food shortages.   He is looking to expand and find peo-

ple who will work for He needs a business manager, carpenters, planters, chem-

ists, etc.  He currently runs his business with the help of five or six colleagues, 

but wants to create jobs for young people, which ACC especially appreciates.  He 

said, “Young people will love this product because it is so different than other 

farms.  You can grow these in cities, in dorms, in your kitchens.  Anyone can 

grow plants with this.  You can grow tomatoes, basil, trees, cucumbers, peppers, 

mint”.  He is waiting for business to develop, and he genuinely believes his prod-

ucts are accessible and can change how people view farming and growing. 

 Overcoming obstacle after obstacle, it is Ganisher’s passion for learning 

and development that drives his research, and his trust and belief in himself and 

his product.  He even gifted the office a beautiful Micro Garden (above). Come 

check it out!  If you want to learn more about his Micro Gardens, you can find his 

page on Facebook “American Agro AGD”.  

 

Meet the Team:  Ed Kaler 

 

 I found ACC through the help of a Federal Labor Dept. program which provides needed assistance to 

non-profits and which pays my wages.  I liked ACC’s concept of assisting the homeless find affordable housing, 

available employment, and assistance with applying for benefits.  Our society needs to view and treat poverty 

and homelessness as what they are: human and civil rights issues. 

 My interest in Human Services began in my early college 

years working for the San Jose Parks and Recreation Dept. as a 

Therapeutic Recreation Specialist with people with disabilities.  

This exposure set me on a lifetime of working to assist others in 

learning the tools they need to be assertive for their civil rights, 

and help the mainstream of society understand compassion for all.   

 My double M.Sc. degrees are in Rehabilitation and Career 

Counseling, with a B.A. and B.Sc. in Therapeutic Recreation and 

Anthropology/Archaeology.  Additionally, I have three teaching 

credentials in Survival Skills for People with Disabilities, Cooking 

and Nutrition, and Wilderness Survival-Wild Edible Plants. 

 I have worked with the homeless over many years in Human Services.  At one point I was Manager and 

Counselor with a homeless shelter with Tucson’s Traveler’s Aide that had small studio apartments with efficien-

cy kitchens for each person.  They were required to look for work and apply for benefits.  Additionally, with Casa 

Maria Catholic Worker Intentional Community I was a live in counselor, maintenance man, and community 

gardener for fresh food for our guests at the homeless shelter in South Tucson.  We operated a small homeless 

shelter that accommodated both individuals and families in a home setting.  Plus we operated a Food Kitchen 5 

days a week.    I have also worked as a Crisis Counselor; Rehabilitation Counselor; Vocational Services Manager 

at a Mental Health agency; and Public Guardianship Manager for Western Massachusetts.  In some of my vari-

ous roles I also taught Non-Violent Communication, and assertiveness training. 

 My employment interests are varied so I have also worked as an Archaeologist; Arborist; Forestry Bota-

nist; Naturalist with Audubon; Ethnobotany Instructor (wild edible, useful, and poisonous plants); and Cooking 

Instructor for people with disabilities. 

 I love to day hike and backpack in the wilderness, swim and free dive in the ocean and lakes, and kayak 

and canoe.  I have dived in Hawaii listening to the sounds of whales and watching them swim off the island of 

Maui.  Being involved with the natural world, Taoist philosophy, and meditation are very important to me. 
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Growing with ACC 
By Laura Flynn  

 In reflecting on my time with ACC, I believe the strengths I learned and developed are being patient, 

prioritizing, and working independently. This was the first time that any work I have done has had real-world 

significance. Knowing the pieces I have written for ACC are being read by donors and participants, made me 

more determined to be thorough and efficient. Until now, I had never had something written by me read by 

more than my peers, professors, and parents.  

 With this new sense of responsibility came a need to prioritize 

my projects and learn how to work well independently. Through the 

summer, I have been working on multiple issues and writings at a 

time. I had to decide which projects needed to be done first, and 

which projects needed the most attention. As it goes, this meant I had 

to set personal deadlines and work on my own. 

 Juggling tasks also 

meant that I had to prac-

tice patience. There were 

times when the need to prioritize a new project meant shifting my 

planned schedule, or times when being present in the front office 

meant putting aside something I had been working on in the con-

ference room. I learned to be patient with the changing pace at 

ACC, because this flexibility is part of what makes ACC special. It 

really provides a sense of community with a welcoming presence.  

 Among my favorite projects were the weekly Incubator 

Meeting write-ups that I posted to the ACC website and Facebook 

page. The meetings themselves were always so lively and interactive, I loved participating and observing. See-

ing the same group every week with a few newcomers here and there really reassured me how significant com-

munity can be. Then, being able to take the time to reflect on the lesson or experience it was, was always fun 

and relaxing. I love to write, and being able to apply something I enjoy was satisfying. While I did not get 

much time to spend working one-on-one with a lot of our participants, the time I did get to spend was valuable 

and eye-opening. I heard real stories of all the different ways individuals and families can find themselves un-

able to pay rent or utility bills, or without a job, or homeless, or in debt. This experience definitely cemented 

my belief in the necessity of social welfare. Being able to help people with the resources and skills I have is 

very rewarding. Even if all I could do was brighten someone’s day, I loved working with our participants. 

 One of the biggest challenges working at ACC was not being able to consistently see immediate results 

through the work I do. When working with federal and state 

agencies, there are applications, waitlists, requirements; there 

is a process. I was sometimes left feeling like I had not done 

enough. However, it is the long-term pay-off of working with 

ACC, and seeing that sense of security and comfort they are 

able to provide that helped me see past that.  

 On top of that, time management and working through 

fast-approaching deadlines and shifting priorities proved a 

challenge for me. But, the more work I received and the more 

time I spent at ACC, the easier it became to manage my pro-

jects. Working with ACC definitely gave me a lot of practical 

skills! 

ACC’s Office Hours 
• Monday—Friday: 8:30-noon walk ins; 

noon—5 by appointment at ACC’s office 

• Contact us at (413) 345-0737 

• Located in the Amherst Unitarian Meet-

inghouse, use the Kellogg Ave entrance. 

• 121 North Pleasant Street, P.O. Box 141        

Amherst, MA 01004  
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